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Last week I posted here about a new internet entertainment that has
become an established meme, the I Write Like website which analyzes a
sample of writing and draws a comparison to a famous literary figures. In
that post I submitted several Spatula posts only to draw comparisons
between science fiction writers and other bloggers. I also submitted smut
literature written by amateurs and IWL compared the works to J.D.
Salinger. All good fun, but not very succinct literary criticism. IWL was
pretty much worn out for me after an afternoon of loading it with nonsense.
Earlier this week, Clark at The Wakefield Doctrine commented that he
had fed his own blog into Typealyzer (http://typealyzer.com) which
purportedly uses the Myers-Briggs Personality Type Indicator to

determine the personality traits of any blog author. Now, I’m an author who gloms onto any idea
available, so I immediately had Typealyzer process the Spatula…and got an illustration of a hooker
with a champagne flute. That about sums up my personality, as I’ve suspected for years. First, a little
explanation of the standard Myers-Briggs Test.

Chances are, you’ve probably taken the MBPTI. It’s been formally administered by employers and
educators since the early 1960′s, growing out of development by its authors for women entering the
workforce as early as World War II. Myers and Briggs used the concept of personality types posited
by Carl Jung in 1921. Here’s how it works in layman’s terms. There are four sets of personality
dichotomies which are : Extroversion / Introversion, Sensing/ Intuition, Thinking/Feeling, and
Judgment/Perception. Each person has some combination of one of each pair that makes them
work and interact with others in the way they do. For instance, according to Typealyzer and based
on the writing contained on this blog, I am an ESFP. Below is a paste-up of the results (not
authorized in any way by the administrators at Typealyzer):

The analysis indicates that the author of http://spatulainthewilderness.net is of the type:

The entertaining and friendly type. They are especially attuned to pleasure and beauty and like
to fill their surroundings with soft fabrics, bright colors and sweet smells. They live in the present

moment and don´t like to plan ahead – they are always in risk of exhausting themselves.

The enjoy work that makes them able to help other people in a concrete and visible way. They tend
to avoid conflicts and rarely initiate confrontation – qualities that can make it hard for them in
management positions.

–The first sentence made me laugh. I may be entertaining, but for all the wrong reasons. As for
friendly, my wife would attest that I’m a COB (Cranky Old Bastard). According to the cheesy clip art
illustration, I like to entertain men. unequivocably no.  The second part is right. I do like soft things.
After growing up sleeping in beds that generations of grandmothers died in,  and wearing corduroy,
I enjoy comfort. As for bright colors, us hicks love shiny stuff. As a cook I make a lot of brown foods,
and color is always appreciated. I do plan ahead, but there is a tendency not to deliberate. Skipping
to my management potential, that’s got me worried. I may be a non-supervisory burger flipper
forevvvver.

As part of ongoing efforts into ascertaining the validity of these sites, I entered several extremely
smutty URL’s into the Typealyzer engine. They came back as very artistic and empathetic. Not really
art… . I also entered Perez Hilton and got that he’s a socializer. You know, this thing is not totally off
the mark. Try it at http://typealyzer.com
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